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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a machine learning approach to detecting malicious bots on the VKon-
takte social network. The advantage of this approach is that only the friends graph is used as the
source data to detect bots. Thus, there is no need to download a large amount of text and media
data, which are highly language-dependent. Besides, the approach allows one to detect bots that
are hidden by privacy settings or blocked, since the graph data can be set indirectly.To do this, we
calculate graph metrics using a number of graph algorithms. These metrics are used as features in
classifier training.The paper evaluates the effectiveness of the proposed approach for detecting bots
of various quality - from low quality to paid users. The resistance of the approach to changing the
bot management strategy is also evaluated. Estimates are given for two classifiers - a random forest
and a neural network.The study showed that using only information about the graph it is possible to
recognize bots with high efficiency (AUC-ROC greater than 0.9). At the same time, the proposed
solution is quite resistant to the emergence of bots having a new management strategy.

Keywords: Bot detection, Social networks, VKontakte, Graph algorithms, Random forest, Neural
network

1 Introduction

Bot detection is one of the key mechanisms in protecting social networks. If earlier, only Facebook could
be called a social network, today many services add to themselves the functions of social networks. Some
non-obvious examples – online stores that have product reviews and social ratings of sellers, banks that
have messages function and friendslists for fast money transferring, news platforms – that allows one
to subscribe to authors and comments on their work. All of this creates a social relationship that can
be attacked: an attacker can understate the rating of a competitor in an online store, can pretend to be
someone to fraud, or simply spread rumors and misinformation in comments on a news site. It can be
expected that social functions will continue to be implemented in various types of services. Therefore,
threats from bots will become more widespread.

There are many threats on social media, including password leaks, use of private data by third-party
companies, compromise of personal correspondence, etc. But we focus only on those threats that can be
implemented using bots, which include: fraud, promotion of harmful or censored information, and rating
manipulation. Malicious bots pretend to be real people because it is a key component of user trust, that
is necessary for threats implementation.
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Due to its great relevance, the direction of research on detecting bots is well developed. The main
contribution to the development of this area is made by social networks themselves, law enforcement
agencies of various governments, research institutes, and private organizations (analytical agencies and
associations of journalists). Most of the proposed bot detection methods are based on the analysis of the
profile, text, and other generated content.

In this paper, we propose a graph-based approach for bots detection. This approach can be described
by one key feature which underlines the novelty of the paper: a bot is identified exclusively by the graph
of its friends. This has several advantages: (1) there is no data that depends on the language, (2) it is
more difficult for the bot to simulate the structure of the graph in comparison with profile data, (3) even
if the bot’s profile is hidden - one can get its graph indirectly.

This paper consists of the following sections: (2) State of the art – where we described existing
approaches for bot detection and methods of forming graphs, (3) Bots detection based on graph of
friendslist – where we describe the proposed approach that includes graph generation, feature con-
struction, and machine learning decision making, (4) Evaluation – where we conduct experiments that
include dataset generation, feature analysis and effectiveness of the proposed approach in bot detection,
(5) Discussion – where we analyzed results, (6) Conclusion – where we summarizing the results and
present plans for future work.

2 State of the art

In this section, we review the current state of bot detection research. We consider its main components:
decision-making approaches, bots features, and data sources.

The three main classes of detection algorithms (based on taxonomy [1, 37]) are:

• Supervised learning. These algorithms allow training classifiers on pre-labeled data. Usually, re-
searchers try to solve a binary classification problem when it is necessary to distinguish a bot from
a real user (this is the most common task [9, 37, 1]). But it can also be a multi-class classification
task, for example, when one goes to detect users and several types of bots [45].

• Semi-supervised learning. Algorithms that train machine learning models using datasets that have
only a small labeled part. This approach is very promising because the size and quality of data
labeling is almost the main problem for researchers. For example, in [10, 42] semi-supervised
classification techniques for bot detection is used.

• Unsupervised learning. Algorithms that try to cluster accounts so they don’t need labeled data.
We find such an approach interesting because it allows one to work with a group of accounts at
once and not separately. Moreover, such methods are not related to the quality of the datasets. A
good example of unsupervised learning based bot detection is DeBot [5] and [32]. However, it is
unclear whether such approaches can detect more sophisticated bots.

Which particular algorithm is the best to use is difficult to predict. But as follows from the reviews
[37, 20], the most popular is Random Forest. Other methods include AdaBoost, Supported Vector Ma-
chine, K-Nearest Neighbor Search, and various types of neural networks (Long Short-Term Memory,
Convolutional Neural Networks, Back Propagation Neural Networks).

Nevertheless, to a greater extent, the efficiency of algorithms depends more on the features used,
the quality of the dataset, and the problem being solved. Therefore, researchers usually test several
algorithms at once, choosing the one that gives the best result.

Another important aspect is feature construction from data. It is possible to use four ”families” of
methods for feature construction. We have compiled this classification mainly based on papers [1, 9]:
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(a) Statistical - methods [6, 29, 11, 19, 3, 18, 9] that are based on searching for features in distributions.
They are most common for feature construction since a very large amount of data is represented
by distributions (distribution of parameters of friends, text, etc.).

(b) Network science - methods [34, 11, 46, 1] that are based on the analysis of graph structures that can
be formed by user or content of the social network. Network science algorithms can be applied for
various types of graphs to calculate centrality measures, such as betweenness centrality, eigenvec-
tor centrality, clustering coefficient, and others. For large graphs, calculations on the GPU can be
used [28, 25]. One can also use graph visualization [23] (a popular method for manual detection).

(c) Machine learning methods are used very often, because on social networks a lot of data is presented
in non-numerical form - texts, images, videos, audios, etc. The machine learning approach to
feature extraction can be broken down into several more approaches:

• Video, image, or audio recognition. Analyzing media information can be very valuable be-
cause it is extremely difficult for bots to generate.
For example, if a bot account is created from scratch, the bot needs to take profile photos
somewhere. If a bot steals a photo from another user [36], one can find the original profile
using a facial recognition service [41, 4]. In addition, methods [30, 33, 17] are being actively
developed for detecting photographs that were generated [47] by neural networks .
One can also use ready-made solutions [12] to determine what is shown in the photo and
video. Object types can also be used as features.
Audio messages can be converted into text [22] and analyzed using methods for text analysis.

• Natural language processing is used for text analysis. There are many articles devoted to
text-based detection, largely because the most popular social network for bot researchers is
Twitter (and there is almost nothing on Twitter except text).
Feature extraction based on the text analysis can be various. For example, one can try to
recreate numerical features of a user’s profile (such as gender, age, and so on) based on the
written text [16].
Another popular approach [48, 2, 40] is to use word embeddings - vector representations of
text (typical solutions are word2vec algorithm [31] and pre-trained GloVe word vectors [38]).
Another well developed approach is to use sentiments [8, 15, 7] (different characteristics of
emotions and opinion) as features.

• Learning on graphs. As with text, graph structures can also be converted to vector space. For
this, algorithms such as node2vec [14] and DeepWalk [39] are used. By transforming the
structure of the graph into a vector, it can be used as a set of features [21, 43].

To review and classify data sources, we relied on several works devoted to bot detection [7, 37, 13,
36, 1], and especially on the papers [9] devoted to bot features on Twitter. We found that it most fully
describes the classes of data sources and it is not difficult to interpolate these classes from Twitter to
other social networks. There are 5 big groups of data sources:

(a) Account-based – data from account’s home page. Home pages vary depending on the social net-
work. They usually include the name, city, hobbies, and other general information that helps
describe the user.

(b) Adjacent account-based – distribution parameters of account-based, that one can extract from ad-
jacent accounts (accounts that are somehow connected with the analyzed account).
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(c) Text and Media – data that one can extract from the generated content. The content can include
text in posts or comments, videos, photos, polls, emojis, live streams, wish-lists, gifts, and so on.

(d) Graphs – data that can be obtained by analysis of graphs of accounts (the vertex is account) or
graphs of content (the vertex is text/media/etc.).

(e) Temporal - data on the dynamics of actions performed. These can include time-series of publica-
tions, frequency of writing comments, etc.

Most of the proposed methods for detecting bots are based on the analysis of user-generated content:
text, media information, profile fields, etc. Besides, most of the work on detecting bots is devoted to
Twitter (in which text is the main source of data). As a consequence, such methods of analysis can be
very language-dependent, which can vary greatly in different countries or social groups.

In our approach, we propose to use only graphs for analysis as a data source. Therefore, we will
separately consider the approach to forming a graph that describes the bot.

When discussing the analysis of social network graphs, researchers usually mean the analysis of
social relationships between users. Such social relations can be expressed in different ways depending
on the functionality of the social network. This can be friendship, kinship, a community with similar
interests, event participants, etc. In this paper, we do not propose a taxonomy of social relations, the
development of which is more a problem for sociologists. But we are more interested in what types of
graph structures can form in social networks. Behind all diversity of social networks, there are three
functions, each of which forms a different structure of graphs:

(a) Friendship. By adding friends, a person strives to reproduce their real circle of acquaintances.
As a result, many overlapping communities are formed (small world structure). Examples of
social networks with such functions are Facebook (add friend), Twitter (subscribe), or LinkedIn
(connect).

(b) Participation. The participation function is needed to indicate a connection of the user with some
source of information. As a result, a bipartite graph is formed: on the one hand, users, and on the
other hand, sources of information. Obvious examples are YouTube (users subscribe to channels),
Instagram (users like photos), VKontakte (users participate in events).

(c) Discussion. In the discussion, users can respond to each other, forming a thread of messages. For
example, comments on Facebook, threads of Twits on Twitter, or messages on public chats on
Telegram.

These functions form graphs as shown in Figure 1. Mark Newman in his paper [35] has already
argued that such graphs can be transformed to obtain a graph of social relationships between people (not
between people and content). The transformation of such graphs can be easily accomplished using basic
graph database tools, as shown in [26, 25].

There are two key points to keep in mind:

(a) Social connections that are formed by these functions are not necessarily public. For example, in
messengers (ex. WhatsUp), the friendship function is not public - one cannot see another person’s
friendslist. But one can indirectly establish a user’s subscription to a public chat by finding this
person in the list of chat participants. And one can establish this person’s discussion’s messages
only within one public chat.
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(b) If friendship displays the social connection between users directly, then subscription and discus-
sion display social connections indirectly (Figure 1). For example, we can connect all subscribers
of one YouTube channel with a fully connected graph of social connections, as shown in the center
of Figure 1. One can also link the participants in the same discussion who are responding to each
other, as shown on the right side of Figure 1.

Figure 1: Graphs that can be created by friendship, participation, and discussion functions. Participation
and discussion graph can be transformed into a graph of users.

Indirect social connections (subscription and discussion) are more difficult to analyze because they
provide distorted information. However, for some social networks, the analysis of indirect social con-
nections is the only possible solution (ex. messengers). Such an approach to the formation of graphs
allows one to obtain a significant variety of data for analysis.

3 Bots detection based on graph of friendslist

The bot detection approach we propose is based on machine learning and is a classic pipeline typical
for data science tasks. We divided the approach into three sequential tasks - getting the graph, feature
construction, and training the model.

3.1 Getting the graph

The proposed approach uses only one data source to detect the bot - the graph of friends. Getting a graph
of friends has two parts.

Graph traversal. The first step is to find friends, connections between them and form a graph. Data
collection can be described using a traverse function with a depth of 2. At depth 1, one can get a list of
friends and associate them with the analyzed account. At depth 2 we get friends of friends, and we can
associate them with the list of friends we got at depth 1. Visually, the vertices and edges of the graph that
we get at the 1st and 2nd depth of the traverse are shown at the top of Figure 2.
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The API complexity (the number of API requests) of getting data from a social network depends on
the size of the set of vertices for which the traverse is performed. For 1st depth traverse API complexity
is 1 (as there is only one vertex) and for the 2nd depth traverse API complexity equal to the number of
vertices obtained at depth 1 traversal (number of friends). Thus, overall API complexity is:

API complexity = 1+number o f f riends

Graph generation. Based on the friendslists, one can generate several graphs of friends, which will
have different topologies. The resulting graph has 4 vertex layers (bottom of Figure 2) - (1) the analyzed
account, (2) the list of friends, (3) mutual friends of friends, and (4) not mutual friends of friends.

Layer 2 (friendslist) must be present in all types of graphs, while other layers can be included or
filtered:

• The analyzed account. It is connected with all vertices from layer 2, so its inclusion/filtering may
affect the results of algorithms using path calculation.

• The mutual friends of friends. They allow one to establish indirect friendships for vertices from
layer 2 through mutual friends. Inclusion/filtering may affect the results of algorithms using path
calculation and the number of neighboring vertices.

• Not mutual friends of friends. It allows one to determine the number of friends for vertices from
layer 2. Inclusion/filtering may affect the results of algorithms using the number of neighboring
vertices.

These graphs can be used to extract features. Depending on the selected type of graph, features can
take on different values.

3.2 Feature construction

Since only the graph is the source of information, we have used many graph analysis algorithms to
construct features. Most algorithms produce results that need to be converted into a numerical metric for
the entire graph in order to be used in machine learning as features. Therefore, we construct most of the
features in two stages: we apply graph algorithms and then analyze the results by statistical methods.

At first step, we use next graph algorithms [34] that we classify by type of result:

(a) Algorithms that calculate the centrality (some weight) of each vertex in the graph. Thus, we obtain
the distribution of the vertex centrality measures. We used several centrality measures: Degree
centrality, Closeness centrality, PageRank, VoteRank, Katz centrality, Load centrality, Effective
size, Average neighbor degree.

(b) Algorithms that calculate the subset of vertices: Dominating Set, Maximal independent set, Iso-
lates set, Bridges.

(c) Algorithms that calculate the list of subsets of vertices: Cores, Communities detection based on
modularity, and Communities detection based on label propagation.

(d) Algorithms that calculate different coefficients: Clustering coefficient, Global efficiency, Degree
Assortativity, S-metric, community modularity.

At second step, we calculate next statistics: mean, Q1, Q2, Q3, min, max, standard deviation,
number of sets, the relation of a subset to the entire set. The scheme of applying statistical methods to
the results of graph algorithms is presented in the Table 1.
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Figure 2: Graph traversal and graph generation scheme.

As a feature, we also use the following data, which we receive along with the graphs: distribution of
identifiers (ids) of graph vertices, the id of analyzed account, number of vertices in the graph, number of
edges in the graph. As the result, we have 78 features that describe the graph numerically.

3.3 Training the model

Bot detection is a binary classification task: bot or not a bot. As follows from the reviews [37], the
methods that give the best results in bots detection are Random Forest Classifier and Neural Networks.
Therefore, we propose using them, together with min-max scaling and grid-search or other hyperparam-
eter optimization.

We propose to evaluate the effectiveness of bot detection using the following metrics:

(a) Area under ROC-curve (AUC-ROC) – the common integrated measure for binary classification
tasks. We suggest using it as the main measure of efficiency.

(b) F1 score – a weighted average of the precision and recall that is very popular in papers dedicated
to bot detection.

(c) Precision and false-positive rate (FPR) – give an understanding of false positives, which is ex-
tremely important for social network protection systems, as it assesses how strong countermea-
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step 1 step 2
Graph algorithm Result Statistics Features

Degree
Closeness
PageRank
VoteRank
Katz
Load
Effective size
Average neighborhood degree

distribution

mean
Q1
Q2
Q3

deviation

8∗5 = 40 features

Dominating set
Maximal independent set
Isolates set
Bridges set

set size(Set)
size(V ) 4∗1 = 4 features

Community
(modularity based)

Community
(label propagation based)

list of sets
(distribution of set’s sizes)

mean
Q1
Q2
Q3

deviation
min
max

2∗7 = 14 features

modularity - 2 features

K-cores list of sets

mean
Q1
Q2
Q3

deviation
number

1∗6 = 6 features

Clustering coefficient
Global efficiency
Degree assortativity
S-metric

coefficient - 4 features

ids of vertices -

mean
Q1
Q2
Q3

deviation

5 features

id of analyses account
number of vertices
number of edges

- - 3 features

Table 1: Feature construction scheme.
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sures can be applied. For example, to automatically block or freeze pages, one need to have an
extremely low number of false positives.

(d) Recall – describes the ability to detect bots.

4 Evaluation

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed solution, we conducted experiments to detect bots on the
VKontakte social network. VKontakte is a predominant Russian social network that is very similar to
Facebook. Also VKontakte has an open API.

In this section, we describe the 3 main components of our analysis: (1) obtaining and generating
a dataset for analysis and training, (2) feature analysis, and (3) training models with the results of bot
detection efficiency.

4.1 Dataset generation

To collect the graphs, we extended the dataset that was collected earlier [24, 27]. This dataset contains
a list of bots of different quality and real users from different communities. The bots are collected from
three companies that trade bots. For this, fake absurd (so that real users do not join) groups were created,
filled with content, and then bought likes from bots in these groups. Bots are divided into 3 qualities,
that was evaluated by the description on the website of the company that traded bots:

(a) Low quality (LOW) – bots are probably auto-generated accounts that are controlled by software.

(b) Medium quality (MED) – bots are probably user-like bots that are controlled by software.

(c) High quality (HIGH) – bots are probably controlled by human or users from an exchange platform.

So, the quality of a bot is an expression of how similar a bot is to a real person. We also categorize
bots by company, as different bot seller may have different strategies for creating / managing bots:

(a) Company A – exchange platform, where real users are asked to act on a social network for money.
One need to set a goal and describe the action to be performed (like, write a negative comment,
etc.). The buyer sets the price and sets the required account parameters (gender, age, etc.). Price
affects the speed of action - if one set the price higher, then users will respond faster to the offer.
We indicated the lowest possible price and did not include requirements for parameters.

(b) Company B – an online store of bots, where one need to specify the goal, the required action and
the quality of the bots.

(c) Company C – similar online store of bots.

Users are real social network random users collected from separate social network groups.
A summary of bots and user data is given in the Table 2.
In order to implement data collection, we used the API VKontakte with the VK-API python wrapper.

VKontakte allows one to combine up to 25 API requests in 1 request. Therefore, the API complexity of
obtaining data in our case was 25 times lower.

Knowing the id of bots and users, we have collected graphs of friends, excluding analyzed account,
mutual friends of friends, and not mutual friends of friends (layers 1, 3, and 4) – as shown in Figure 3.
A graph of this type was further used in experiments.

A dataset with the graphs of bots and real users we have collected is available via the link [24].
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Dataset Type Company Count Descriptions
bot 1 LOW C 301 Probably bots that are controlled by software.
bot 2 MED C 295 Probably more user-like bots that are controlled by software.

bot 3 HIGH C 298
Probably bots that are controlled by human or users from
exchange platform.

bot 4 LOW B 301 Probably bots that are controlled by software.
bot 5 MED B 303 Probably more user-like bots that are controlled by software.

bot 6 HIGH B 304
Probably bots that are controlled by human or users from
exchange platform.

bot 7 HIGH A 302 Probably users from the exchange platform.

bot 8 HIGH A 357
Probably users from the exchange platform with more
filled profiles.

user 1 activists community 385
Users from group ”velosipedization” that is dedicated to
development of bicycle transport.

user 2 mass media community 298
Users from group ”belteanews” that is dedicated to
Belarussian news.

user 3 developers community 332
Users from group ”tproger” that is dedicated to
software development.

user 4 sport community 224
Users from group ”mhl” that is dedicated to
youth hockey.

user 5 mass media community 420
Users from group ”true lentach” that is dedicated to
Russian news.

user 6 blogger community 251
Users from group ”mcelroy dub” that is dedicated to
re-playing of funny videos.

user 7 commerce community 284
Users from group ”sevcableport” that is dedicated to
creative space.

user 8 festival community 259
Users from group ”bigfestava” that is dedicated to
cartoon festival.

user 9 sport community 181
Users from group ”hcakbars” that is dedicated to
fun community of hockey club.

user 10 developers community 397
Users from group ”tnull” that is dedicated to
software development and memes.

Table 2: Description of a dataset for experiments, which includes bots of different quality from different
companies as well as real users.

Figure 3: Graph generation for experiments – we leave only the friends of the bot and the connections
between them.
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4.2 Feature analysis

To construct features, we used Python and networkX library. We perform feature analysis by two param-
eters:

(a) The presence of a very high correlation between features. The presence of a very high correlation
between features indicates that they are duplicates, and one of the features can be removed - which
will not significantly affect the machine learning outcomes. This can be used to reduce the number
of feature calculations, thereby increasing performance.

(b) The presence of a correlation between the features and the label, which indicates that the correlated
feature allows one to explicitly divide the dataset. This analysis provides a general understanding
of the apparent usefulness of the features.

After a round of analyzing the correlation between features, we removed features that correlated
greater than 0.9. The resulting features that will be used in training are presented in the form of a
correlation matrix in Figure 4. A table with the correlation of feature and label is shown in Figure 5.
Higher values indicate that the feature is more capable of linearly partitioning the dataset.

4.3 Evaluation results

In this paper, we used a dataset in which bots are divided by the quality and by company. This allows
us to assess how resistant the proposed bot detection approach is to new types of bots. That’s why we
propose efficiency tests according to 4 schemes:

(a) Standard test. Estimates in Table 3 are given for tests in which the division into training and vali-
dation samples was random across the entire dataset. This means that the training and validation
set included bots of all companies and of all qualities.

(b) Standard test with feature selection. Estimates in Table 4 are given for standard tests in which
features with very high correlation were removed. This test will allow one to determine whether
the dimension decreasing of the feature set affected the quality of the classification.

(c) Bot quality resistance test (cross quality LOW/MED/HIGH). In Table 5 the training sample con-
tains bots of one quality, and the validation sample contains another. Such a test shows the resis-
tance of the method to the quality of bots. Both samples also include users.

(d) Test of resistance to bot management strategy (cross company A/B/C). In Table 6 the training
sample contains bots of one company, and the validation sample contains another. Such a test
shows the resistance of the method to the quality of bots to management strategies that differs
from one bot company to another. Both samples also include users.

We conduct the experiments using two models: a random forest and a neural network. For implemen-
tation, we used the Keras and scikit-learn libraries. All tests solve the problem of binary classification
(bot or not bot).

For random forest, we performed a simple grid search hyperparameter optimization. In the neural
network, we used one hidden layer, and the output layer was a single neuron with a sigmoid activation
function. We used optimization for the hidden layer size and the number of epochs. In all tests, we also
used min-max scaling.
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Figure 4: Modulo correlation between features that are lower 0.9.

Figure 5: Modulo correlation between features and label.
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Model Accuracy FPR Precision Recall F1 AUC-ROC
RFC 0.891 0.070 0.904 0.843 0.872 0.886
NN 0.885 0.070 0.903 0.828 0.855 0.938

Table 3: Classification performance for Random Forest Classifier (RFC) and Neural Network (NN) in
standard test.

Model Accuracy FPR Precision Recall F1 AUC-ROC
RFC 0.896 0.062 0.915 0.845 0.878 0.891
NN 0.884 0.088 0.849 0.849 0.857 0.939

Table 4: Classification performance for Random Forest Classifier (RFC) and Neural Network (NN) in
the standard test with feature selection, where features with very high correlation were removed.

Model and
split strategy

Accuracy FPR Precision Recall F1 AUC-ROC

RFC
train=MED, HIGH

test=LOW
0.834 0.170 0.711 0.842 0.771 0.836

RFC
train=LOW, HIGH

test=MED
0.905 0.122 0.813 0.953 0.878 0.915

RFC
train=LOW, MED

test=HIGH
0.629 0.048 0.903 0.366 0.521 0.659

Summary
x±σ

0.789±0.143 0.113±0.061 0.809±0.096 0.720±0.312 0.723±0.183 0.803±0.131

NN
train=MED, HIGH

test=LOW
0.829 0.218 0.678 0.922 0.328 0.933

NN
train=LOW, HIGH

test=MED
0.872 0.175 0.753 0.956 0.364 0.954

NN
train=LOW, MED

test=HIGH
0.715 0.089 0.883 0.554 0.370 0.835

Summary
x±σ

0.805±0.081 0.161±0.066 0.771±0.104 0.810±0.223 0.354±0.023 0.907±0.064

Table 5: Classification performance for Random Forest Classifier (RFC) and Neural Network (NN) in
the quality-split test, where the model was not trained on the data of one of the qualities and is trying to
recognize it.

5 Discussion

The experimental results show that using the proposed approach, it is possible to achieve high detection
quality. The main quality metric is the area under ROC-curve (AUC-ROC), which is a common metric
for binary classification tasks. We also pay special attention to the metrics characterizing false positives
- Precision with the false-positive rate (FPR).

These results are comparable to those obtained by other researchers. As follows from the reviews
[37, 20], most of the classifiers developed by researchers have about 0.9 AUC ROC or higher. Table 3
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Model and
split strategy

Accuracy FPR Precision Recall F1 AUC-ROC

RFC
train=A, B

test=C
0.787 0.046 0.851 0.483 0.616 0.718

RFC
train=A, C

test=B
0.782 0.076 0.878 0.621 0.727 0.773

RFC
train=C, B

test=A
0.918 0.093 0.895 0.931 0.912 0.919

Summary
x±σ

0.829±0.077 0.072±0.024 0.875±0.022 0.678±0.229 0.752±0.150 0.803±0.104

NN
train=A, B

test=C
0.725 0.161 0.637 0.516 0.240 0.636

NN
train=A, C

test=B
0.750 0.147 0.790 0.631 0.338 0.817

NN
train=C, B

test=A
0.851 0.259 0.763 0.982 0.461 0.971

Summary
x±σ

0.775±0.067 0.189±0.061 0.730±0.082 0.710±0.243 0.346±0.111 0.808±0.168

Table 6: Classification performance for Random Forest Classifier (RFC) and Neural Network (NN) in
the company-split test, where the model was not trained on the data of one of the companies and is trying
to recognize it.

shows that it is possible to achieve very good performance (AUC ROC more than 0.9 and FPR lower than
0.1 for neural network) relying only on data about the friends graph. Moreover, the Table 4 shows that
the number of features can be significantly reduced, and deleting a number of highly correlated features
doesn’t affect much the classification quality.

Tables 5 and 6 show that it is extremely important to have bots of different quality and from different
companies in the training sample. Not all types of bots in the training sample are interchangeable.
We assess these results as the ability of our approach to recognizing if bots mutate (change their control
strategy [44]). But at the same time, the average AUC-ROC is still≈0.9 for quality and≈0.8 for company
tests.

More detailed conclusions can be drawn if one look at the components of these tables.
From cross quality test (Table 5) we can draw a slightly trivial conclusion that by training on high-

quality bots (table rows with train=HIGH), it will be possible to recognize low and medium-quality bots
with greater efficiency (AUC-ROC ≈ 0.9) in comparison with training only on low and medium-quality
bots (AUC-ROC ≈ 0.8). This refers to the fact that it is better to include high quality bots in training
datasets.

Cross company test (Table 6) shows that the quality of the classification is more influenced by the
management strategy implemented by the company. For example, one company (compared to another)
may pay more attention to creating a good friend structure for a bot. Therefore, the estimates for split by
companies vary greatly.

An important aspect of the proposed approach is also that it is only based on the analysis of a graph
formed by friends. Such technique has several advantages:
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• A small amount of information that is needed for analysis. Unlike text analysis, statistical data and
media content, graph analysis does not require a lot of information to download. The amount of
information required can be expressed in API requests, the number of which is equal to the number
of user’s friends (API complexity = number of friends + 1).

• There are no language features. Language features depend on many parameters, which are often
difficult to take into account together. The texts can be very different for people who speak different
languages, from different countries, with different levels of income, education, age, etc. Graph
structures are a more universal source of information and do not depend on the characteristics of
various social groups.

• If the account is closed by the privacy settings, the list of its friends can be set indirectly. To do this,
one needs to get a graph of friends of the entire social network and find the analyzed account in the
friendslists of other users. Getting a graph of friends for the entire social network is a difficult, but
a completely solvable task. This means that the graph-based approach allows one to detect bots
whose profiles are closed by privacy settings or even blocked.

• It is more difficult for bots to mimic the natural structure of a friend graph (in comparison with
filling the profile and content). The user’s friend graph consists of many overlapping communities
and his friends are highly connected. The bot is forced to add random people (who most likely
will not be connected) as friends. Or the bot will try to mimic the structure of friends, which will
have anomalous features.

Globally - if think about bot detection task as a part of countering information attacks on social
networks, we believe that the effectiveness of the proposed approach allows it to be used with a number
of countermeasures. Social networks can use it to detect bots and apply soft severity countermeasures
(captcha) and medium severity countermeasures (speed reduction, verification requirement, etc.). The
small amount of data required for analysis also allows the use of an approach not only for social networks
but also for administrators of online communities to clear participants from bots.

The aspect of applicability should also be noted. The presented experiment was conducted on the
social network VKontakte. Despite the fact that there are graphs of friends in almost all social networks,
the effectiveness of the proposed solutions for other platforms should be checked separately. We believe
that social networks that are similar to VKontakte will have similar results, because their users form
similar structures - for example, Facebook and LinkedIn.

6 Conclusion

Bot detection is an increasingly relevant feature in the social media security arsenal. Therefore, re-
searchers are actively looking for new detection models and data sources for bot detection.

We have developed an approach for bot detection that relies on only one data source - the bot’s friends
graph. Experiments have shown that based on graphs alone, it is possible to achieve high detection
quality (AUC-ROC=0.938) with a sufficiently low number of false positives (Precision=0.903) to apply
automatic countermeasures of medium severity.

Unlike other approaches, which are based on the analysis of text, bot profile and generated content,
our solution has several advantages: language independence, a small number of requests, and the ability
to analyze hidden accounts.

We have demonstrated that the approach is sufficiently robust to recognize mutating bots - bots of a
new quality (AUC-ROC≈0.9) and from new companies (AUC-ROC≈0.8).
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We experimented with bots from the social network VKontakte and open access to our dataset [24].
The proposed approach can be applied to all social networks that have user graphs, but we believe that
the experimental results can be extrapolated only to social networks similar to VKontakte - for example,
Facebook and LinkedIn.

Future Work. In the future, we plan to significantly enhance the proposed approach through new
data sources and feature construction methods. We will try to use several graph structures at once (graphs
of mutual friends, graphs of commentators, etc.), as well as statistical information about adjacent ac-
counts. We will also try to construct features based on graph embedding methods.
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